SimulationExams.com Releases A+ Exams with Labsim
Simulationexams.com, a leading practice tests vendor, recently release Comptia A+®
practice tests with labsim for candidates preparing for A+ Certification.
March 21, 2018 (FPRC) -- Simultionexams.com Aplus Certification Essentials practice tests with lab
sims provide an integrated learning experience wherein the candidates would be able to have
hands-on experience using lab simulator and at the same time use the practice tests for self learning
and evaluation.
The A+ practice tests consist of 300+ questions with flashcard explanation and online feedback
mechanism. The tests provide Learn mode and Exam mode so that candidates may use Learn
mode if they are taking the exam for the learning purpose, and it's not timed. Exam mode mimics the
actual exam environment, and provides a timed test with MCQs and performance based questions.
One would be able to identify the weak areas and put additional effort improving the same. Detailed
stats are provided for each exam taken by the candidate. You would be able to provide feedback on
any specific question from within the exam environment using Question-Feedback option. Display
features include Night Mode, Font Adjust, and Full Screen modes.
On the other hand, A+ Labsim offers necessary lab skills for candidates by providing hands-on
experience in performing the lab configurations. These include User Creation, Password changes,
Network and Wifi settings, DHCP settings, etc. Check out the detailed list of aplus labs.
Other important features of the software include online updates, and error reporting. Download free
demo software.
Other software available from simulationexams.com include network plus and security plus practice
tests.
About A+ Certification: Comptia A+® certification is offered by Comptia after completion of A+
Essentials and A+ Practical Application exams. It is among the most widely known certs in the area
of computer hardware and operating systems.
About Simulationexams.com: Simulationexams.com is a brand website of Anand Software and
Training, and specializes in the development of practice tests and network sims for CCNA®,
CCNP®, Juniper JNCIA®, Comptia A+® and others.
Disclaimer: Simulationexams.com is not associated with Comptia®, Cisco® or any other company
and respective trademarks are duly recognized. A+® and Network+® are trademarks of Comptia
and CCNA® is a trademark of Cisco Systems.
Contact Information
For more information contact Vijay of Anand Software and Training
(http://www.simulationexams.com/comptia.htm)
+918026634450
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